I of large magnetic fields is studied. When the quantum effects of the magnetic field are taken into account, several reentrant superconducting phases persist at very high fields. In the last reentrant phase the free energy change, the specific heat jump and the excess magnetization are estimated near the critical temperature. In particular, the excess magnetization is found to be paramagnetic a s opposed to diamagnetic in * weak fields and its sign is controlled by the slope of Hc2 (T). We.further generalize this result to the entire phase diagram (including all quantum phases) and to different physical systems using general thermodynamic relations which show that the sign of the excess magnetization .AM of the superconducting state near HQ (T) follows dHcz (T)/dT. These relations provide a scenario for the evolution of the sign of AM from weak fields to strong fields. [l,2] . These organic salts have a very rich phase diagram and are also kn-own to be superconducting. It is then very .natural to ask what will be the effect of large magnetic fields in systems that are superconducting at zero magnetic field, High magnetic fields usually tend to destroy superconductivity because of .or-. bital frustration effects that raise the free energy and suppress the coherence.of the . superconducting state. This picture usually emerges in the framework of a GinzburgLandau theory, where the semiclassical approximation is used and the quantum effects of the magnetic field are. completely neglected. For instance, in systems with closed Fermi surfaces, such as isotropic superconductors, the effect.s of Landau level quantization in the normal state have to be taken into account in order to determine the transition temperature T,(H) for large magnetic fields [3] , Le., when the cyclotron frequency w, >> 27rT. On the other hand, in systems such as quasi-1D superconductors, where the Fermi surface is open, i.e, has two disconnected branches, there is no Landau level quantization effects in the normal state, since the semiclassical electronic orbits are also open. Lebed [4] was the first to propose that.quasi-1D superconductors, for equal spin triplet pairing, may exhibit a strong reentrant phase in high magnetic fields.
More recently Dupuis, Montanibaux and S b de Melo [5] have shown that the phase diagram originally proposed by Lebecl [4] was incomplete.. Provided that the system is in the clean limit, for both singlet and triplet superconductors, many additional intermccliatc reentrant phases exist bctivcen thc semiclassical and the estreine quantum In this paper we.will be concerned mostly with laminar lattices of rectangular symmetry. Moreover, we will mainly discuss the high field (extreme quantum limit, M = 1, Q = 0) phase[5] -of the. equal spin triplet superconductors, where many analytical approximations can be made to calculate the free energy; the change in specific heat and the excess magnetization close to the critical temperature T'(H).
In particular, we show that the excess magnetization in the last reentrant phase is.
. paramagnetic due to localization and quantum effects .as opposed to .diamagnetic in [6] , with w, = vFG aiid G = IeIHc. G is the characteristic magnetic wavenumber and w, is the frequency of the periodic motion along the z direction (analogous to the cyclotron frequency for isotropic systems), Le., the frequency at which the electrons traverse the Brilouin zone i n the z direction. Notice that the eigenfunctions for the quasi-1D case become localized when w, >> t, in the planes z = Nc, i.e., zy plane, via the argument of the Bessel function in agreement with the semiclassical condition that the amplitude.of motion 'in the z direction z~ << c. [4] [5] The-physical interpretation is even more transparent when. we analyse in addition ' the energetics; the energy barrier for an electron to tunnel from plane z = nc to plane z = (n + 1)c is w,, hence when the energy barrier becomes large in comparison to the hopping t,, the electrons are essentially confined to their initial planes.
In order to study the instability of the normal state for the quaSi-lD systems we add to the non-interacting Hamiltonian density in the presence of the magnetic field .
(fi = kfj = 1) rtJt being the elements of the Pauli matrices, and the index y = 1,2,3 (z,c,y,z).
To study the instability of the normal state we consider here only the situation tronic motion is confined to the zy planes which are parallel to the direction of the applied magnetic field, i.e., the orbital frustration that destroys superconductivity . rather surprising result at. first when contrasted with the usual diamagnetism in.weak. .
is. suppressed. In the ESTP case for .wc >> t, >> T,(H) the critical temperature is
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fields.
To check the correctness of the,above result (not a minus sign error), let us calculate the free energy difference A F = F,-F,, between the superconducting and normal to the specific quasi-1D system. This relation has its origins on pure thermodynamic considerations and it is quite general as we shall see next.
states. The saddle point A F is given by A F N -[8n2/7<(3)] N ( E F ) [T -T'(H)]2+Fi,
. Now, from the general thermodynamic relations .in the vicinity of a sec-.
ond order phase transition, the specific heat change at constant H,. AC =
T [dHc2(T)/dT]2 ( d a M / a N )~, as well as ( a A s / d H >~ = --~H ,~( T ) /~T (~A M /~H H ) T .
. .
Our results for AC and AM do obey these.genera1 thermodynamic.relations;but most. I ' . .
interestingly is the relation
with cy, > 0 and > 0, which shows that if AS < 0 the product To make additional contact with experiments we should emphasize that the excess magnetization A M is the magnetization arising only from the superconducting part of the entire system. Therefore, to measure. AM, the additional contributions to This magnetic field dependence is also transfered to the local supercurrents, which in turn present both paramagnetic and diamagnetic flows within a given plaquette.
wlien T c ( H ) decreases (increases) with
It is the competition between these current flows as In contrast, the effect of thermal fluctuations in strong fields t z / w c >> 1 may be very important, thus requiring further studies of the exact nature of the transition.
We have presented a discussion of the thermodynamics of the extreme quantum limit phase of the quasi-1D superconductors close to T,(H), where we calculated the changes in free energy (AF), in specific heat (AC) and in magnetization (AM). We showed that AC and AM deviate from the weak field results when the quantum effects of the magnetic field H are incorporated. In particular, A M is positive (paramagnetic)
in the extreme quantum limit as opposed to the negative (diamugnetic) in the weak field limit and its sign is controlled by dH,.,(T)/dT, i.e., dTc(H)/dH. In addition,
we have showed that general thermodynamic relations require the sign of the excess.
magnetization AM to be controlled by the slope dHc2 (T)/dT in the vicinity of Hc; (T). .
We emphasized the applicability of this result to different systems as well as t o the I . '
evolution of the sign of AM over the entire phase diagram of quasi-1D systems. 
